
The Room: Old Sins

**About The Room: Old Sins**

The Room: Old Sins is a new part of the famous and award-winning puzzle series "The Room".

Players must solve numerous puzzles, find hidden mechanisms from various objects, and explore

the large, scary dollhouse to reveal the secret of Waldegrave Manor.

In The Room: Old Sins you will experience unique puzzle fun. After the disappearance of a famous

couple you search their house and find a strange dollhouse in the attic. To unlock the mystery

behind the disappearance of the couple, you must solve the numerous puzzles of the dollhouse.

You can expect numerous, lovingly designed and detailed rooms, in which there are many

mysterious objects to decode. Find the hidden mechanisms of unique objects and make your way

through the diverse rooms of the dollhouse. Only if you combine well and are pretty inventive you

can reveal the secret of Waldegrave Manor.

**The Room: Old Sins - Features:**

- Experience an exciting story: In The Room: Old Sins you will experience an exciting and

mysterious story about the disappearance of a successful couple. You try to uncover the sudden

disappearance of the engineer and his wife. That's why you search their house, the magnificent

Waldegrave Manor. In the loft you make a strange discovery: You find an old and mysterious

dollhouse. Only if you solve all the puzzles of the dollhouse, you can reveal the mystery of the

sudden disappearance of the couple and may find a precious artifact, which may be in the house.

- Solve numerous riddles: The dollhouse you find in the attic of Waldegrave Manor is in fact a

complex mystery box. It consists of many different rooms, in which you always expect tricky

puzzles. The individual rooms contain many detailed and sophisticated objects. In each object you

have to find a hidden mechanism. Only when you discover the mechanism and decrypt the puzzle,

you get ahead in the house.

Conclusion: The Room: Old Sins is a really entertaining and tricky puzzle game, which convinces

above all by an excellent graphics and an atmospheric sound. Once you start the game, you will

not be able to put your smartphone or tablet down so fast.


